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Scientists just heard something really weird in
space, and can't figure out where it came from
(This is how disclosure is occurring.)
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Researchers from around the world are scratching their heads over a newly
discovered radio burst detected on Earth, but with a completely unknown origin. ("Now known. It
was transmitted by a vessel humans would call Pleidian, as it entered the solar system of which
Earth is a part, when decelerating from invisible transport velocity. This was done to confirm its
arrival to other vessels orbiting Earth and principally to become part of the evidence to humans
of alien extraterrestrial presence.") A new report describing the event and the subsequent
investigation is now available online, but the key takeaway is that despite our best efforts and
wealth of technology employed to discover the source, humanity has simply come up short.
What's even more bizarre is that this isn't the first time it's happened. ("It will occur again, and
with increasing frequency")
Scientists call them "fast radio bursts," or FRBs for short, and they've been confounding
researchers for some time now. This newest burst, labeled FRB 150215 is the latest of 22
detected FRBs thus far, but it's also the most frustrating for those hunting for the source. (The
source dematerializes and cannot be detected until it reveals itself and identifies itself, by
repeating the radio energy burst, as proof and confirmation. This will come at the necessary
point, to establish human confidence in the idea your cousins are present and being tracked by
humans over some time, according to your own records.)
FRB 150215 was first detected in Australia by scientists running the Parkes Telescope, but once
the radio burst arrived, many other research groups with their own powerful telescopes sprung
into action in search of the source. Despite their best efforts, nobody has been able to figure out
where the radio burst originated, (your solar system) which is odd for a number of reasons, but
the strangest thing about FRB 150215 - and FRBs in general - is that anything powerful enough
to produce a radio burst that could be detected on Earth, yet remain completely out of sight, must

be absolutely massive in scale. (No, simply close and capable of transmission of the intensity
humans have detected.)
Some scientists have theorized that the burst are created by supernovas, and that because the
light of the event reaches Earth long before the radio waves, (only the portions of the spectrum
humans can detect - the light and electromagnetic energy are two varieties of the same base
energy and arrive simultaneously in other dimensions ) the source appears to have vanished.
(Simply outside your ability to detect it) Of course, there are plenty of theories that hinge on the
possibility of intelligent alien life attempting to make contact with other civilizations, but if that
is indeed the case, we're going to have one heck of a time trying to find them. ( "They" created
humans, unable to find you because of this. Humans have always been known to the makes and
transmitters of these radio signals.)

